Quickly adapt to increasing workloads and user demands with Dell EMC Upgrades

You cannot always predict future technology needs at the time of purchase. Dell EMC Upgrades provides the flexibility and speed to meet new demands and optimize the lifecycle of your system.

Consider adding faster or additional memory, storage drives, and/or processors to meet the increased workload demand of your existing Dell EMC systems.

**EASY INSTALLATION**
Dell EMC Upgrades are shipped as customer kits with all of the Dell-specific hardware and firmware included.

**MINIMIZED DOWNTIME**
Need a quick fix? No need to rip and replace servers. Upgrades can be completed in a matter of hours to efficiently scale workloads and ensure operation of critical systems.
Increased demand for remote work solutions has accelerated workforce transformation.

Repurpose existing or underutilized servers as a cost-effective solution to quickly scale remote work solutions.

**STEP 1**
Address the bottlenecks for your connected workplace workloads and applications. Has there been an increase in users? Are users experiencing reductions in speed or connectivity?

**STEP 2**
Identify PowerEdge servers in your data center that are underutilized or sitting idle. Contact a Dell Technologies sales expert to identify the necessary upgrades to complete the repurposing. If you know what you need, Dell EMC Upgrades can be purchased online using your service tag at www.dell.com/partsfinder.

**STEP 3**
Complete the transformation using Dell EMC Upgrades to add additional capacity and speed to remote work solutions increasing productivity and employee satisfaction.

Quality is an investment. Make sure to use genuine Dell EMC OEM-validated parts and upgrades. Similar parts are not as similar as they may seem. Unqualified or generic parts could put your system at risk of costly downtime, data loss or reduced productivity.

Flex with ease. Contact a Dell Technologies sales expert or input your service tag at www.dell.com/partsfinder to purchase Dell EMC Upgrades online.
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